
What is a smart home, and why should you want one?

What is a smart home? That seemingly simple question has many different answers, depending on 
who you ask. In short, a “smart home” is a residence equipped with a number of devices that automate tasks 
normally handled by humans. Some are built into the structure itself and some added later, and homeowners 
operate them with applications, voice commands, automation, or using artificial intelligence.

Now that we’ve explained what a smart home is, why should you set up your house with smart or connected 
home products?

1. Saving energy (and money)

For many, the driving force behind creating a smart home is the potential to save energy and money with 
automated heating and air conditioning systems. Smart thermostats, such as those made by Alphabet’s 
subsidiary Nest, quickly and precisely automate the heating and cooling of a home. This usually reduces the 
owners’ electric bill. Other products such as connected lights and appliances can use less energy by 
powering down when not in use. These kinds of products should be high up on anyone’s smart home 
checklist.

2. Making life simpler

Comfort is key. We all try to have as much of it as possible, so it’s obvious this is one of the main reasons to 
get a smart home. You can start with things as simple as getting smart lights. These can turn on/off using 
voice commands, location rules, sensor detection, or even simple schedules.

3. Security and safety

While you can buy alarm systems to protect your home, smart homes can offer added security. Connected 
lights, cameras, and even doorbells can help make a home safer. If you’re home alone and someone is 
checking out your house to see if they can break in, having these kinds of devices might scare them off.

4. Handling regular household tasks

If you want to take some of the tedious tasks of home care out of your hands, connected and automated 
devices have you covered there too. The most obvious device is the Roomba robot vacuum cleaner from 
iRobot, along with similar products. However, appliances can also come with smart home functions. Picture a 
laundry machine that automatically starts a wash cycle, or fridge that orders milk online when it senses that 
you’re low.

5. Making the home more entertaining

What is a smart home if not also a place to hang out and relax? This technology can also keep you 
entertained and informed in new and exciting ways. Connected speakers, combined with AI-based digital 
assistants, can play music, offer news and sports scores, and can even help you control other connected 
devices as well. Connected devices can also find a good film to watch, either at home or in a real movie 
theater.
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